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After saying that, Joseph stood up and said with an arch hand, “Grandpa, please forgive
me for disturbing you today, I just returned to China, there are still many things to deal
with, so I won’t bother you much!”

Chengfeng hurriedly said, “Joseph! You’ve just returned to China after such a long time,
so I must give you a chance to celebrate your return, so you and your men wait for a
moment, I’ll arrange for the back kitchen to prepare a banquet, let’s have a good drink
and catch up.

Hearing this, since the elder had already extended an invitation, and this old man was
also Uncle’s father, he also felt that if he did not stay for a meal before leaving, it would
be unjustifiable in terms of etiquette.

So, he immediately clasped his fist and said, “Since that’s the case, then I’ll respectfully
comply with the order!”

Chengfeng was overjoyed and hurriedly instructed Anson, “Anson! If you don’t have
enough staff, go to the best restaurant in Suhang and invite the entire back kitchen over,
make sure to prepare the best dishes and the best wine.”

“If there is even a hint of failure to meet the top standard, I will ask you!”

Anson hurriedly said respectfully, “Master, don’t worry, I’m on my way now!”

Chengfeng nodded and said to Joseph, “Joseph, let your men come in for a rest and a
cup of tea, and if you need anything, tell the servants directly, they will serve you well.”



“I’m old, my health is not good, I need to take some medicine and oxygen at this time,
so I can build up some energy and have a few more drinks with you at the wine table
later!”

Chengfeng’s warm and hospitable attitude also raised Joseph’s impression of him by a
few points, and he nodded with some respect in his words, “Grandpa, you go first, I’ll
just sit here.”

Chengfeng smiled and nodded, then said to Moby beside him, “Moby, you should
accompany me to my room.”

Moby hurriedly said, “Yes, Master, I’ll help you!”

In fact, Chengfeng didn’t need to take any medicine or oxygen at all.

The main reason why he had to find an excuse to leave at this time was that he couldn’t
wait to find out from Moby what kind of organization and strength this Cataclysmic Front
was.

Chengfeng took Moby all the way to his room and closed the door before he lowered his
voice and asked Moby: “This Cataclysmic Front, what exactly is its origin? Why have I
never heard of it?”

Moby said: “Master, it is normal that you have not heard of the Cataclysmic Front, but I
have to say, the strength of the Front is very strong, especially in these years, they are
almost unbeaten in the mercenary field.”

“I heard some overseas martial arts colleagues talk about it, it is said that the
Cataclysmic Front is full of experts, the strength is above me, to say less than a dozen,
to say more than a few dozen people may also be possible!”

“D*mn!” Chengfeng said off the record: “This is bullsh!t, right? How can the strength of
the Cataclysmic Front be so strong? I’m afraid there aren’t even five people stronger
than you in such a large China, so how can he have so many experts in one
organization?”



Moby said, “Master, there is no room for martial arts masters in the country, just like the
old dartboard, which was indispensable in the ancient chaotic times, but nowadays,
except for those war-torn places, there is no one to eat this bowl of rice?”

“Now want to eat this bowl of rice in the country, I am afraid they will go hungry ……”

“So most martial arts masters can not earn money at home, so they prefer to go
overseas to gain a foothold, other than that, just the first overseas Chinese gang – ‘big
circle gang’ in, there are at least several people with strength above me.”

“Most of these experts have gone overseas in recent decades, the strength than what is
said outside the double flower red stick to be too strong!”

After a pause, Moby continued, “In addition, Colombia and Mexico’s drug lords, Italy
and the U.S. Mafia, Japan’s Yamaguchi Group, all have top experts sitting behind.
These are few to name but there are many more”

Speaking of which, Moby remembered something and said, “Right, there are many
experts in the country in the early years who were self-made overseas, they all have
their own gangs or organizations, the scale may not be as large as the Front, some may
only have a dozen people.”

“But even so, it is absolutely not to be underestimated, a dozen with a decade or even
decades of top experts, once they join to engage in a Beheading operation, even the
Cataclysmic Front is shadowed!”

Hearing this, Chengfeng could not help but marvel: “In that case, these overseas waters
are really unfathomable huh!”


